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the Soviet announcoment that nuclear tests-would be resumed
is contai.nod in one of our newspapers •under this heading :
°Neutrals Rap A Testing, Urge Berlin Talkso "

It is very important that that should have been the
reaction in Belgradeo I thinkA for example, that the -statemnts
nade by Prime Minister Nehru have been and will be very helpful
in bringing about some solution of these terribleproblems, I
learned the hrerd way at the United Nationsy'when dealing with
our resolution on disarmament last year, that there are a good
many countries which will not stand up and be counted for fear
of antagonizing the United Stateso There are a great many
others who will not stand up and be counted for fear of
antagonizing the Soviet Union, ' As I sayg these neutral countries
do not like -to take a stand if it can possibly be avoïded, yet
we have witnessed the sharp reaction of these 25 neutral nations
to the resumption of testing by the Soviet Union and also to the
question of Berlin ;

Another important factor in the present situation i s
the attitude of thenew~nationse We are living in an era in which
there has been a greater expansion of freedom, a greater launching
of new nations, than at any other time in history, From Asia and
in Africa,the young leaders of these new nations are coming over
to New York, to the United Nations, and are taking their part
in the deliberations, They are vitally`interested in building
up their own countries,' They have no use whatever for the cold-
~var because they are so busy and have so many problems of thei r
wn. They do not want to be bothered with the cold war~ They
now that if the cold war ever gets hot they will get little
conomic assistance from either the Western world or the Communist
vorld . These new nations have an important part to play in the
rorld today . I believe that their opinion as expressed in the
nited Nations in the next-few weeks may have a good deal to d o
n bringing about a reduction of tension and in putting pressure
ehind the great powers for a settlement of these problems,

olonialism Still an Irritan t

The'new nations are all extremely sensitive on the question
If colonialism. They have an emotional reaction when that questio n
s under debate and this reaction is understandable . We would have
ad the same reaction perhaps a hundred years ago, The Soviét
ever loses an opportunity to try to play upon and to take .
dvantage,of that reaetion . Last year they introduced a resolution
ttacking the so-ealled colonial powers, demanding that all colonies
e freed before the end of 1961, and insisting on target,date s
eing set for each country, I do not doubt that they will be bac k
t that same performance in the next session of the General Assembly,

However, this is one field in which the Commonwealth doe s
ot need to take any advice or any criticism from the Soviet Union .
ast year our own Prime Minister spiked that attack in the Unite d

l ations by his groat speech- in the opening days of the -session when


